A genera: framework for forming an adaptive algorithm for problems where only partial information about the desired output is available, is proposed. Based on preliminary analysis it can he shown that this framework can be used to efficiently choose deep, narrow minima when there are many local minima. For problems like separation of instantaneous mixtures (Independent Component Analysis, ICA) and separation of convolutive mixtures when cast in the proposed framework is shown to give the Same efficient algorithms as those available in the literature. < 1. -a?pom a t IX(.j,eln) corresponds to the instantaneous adaptation term.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the flow-graph of adaptive algorithms for parameters shown in figure ( I) . Given realizations' x(n) E X, a systemmodely(n) = f(x(n), O(n)) wheref(x(n),O(n)) corresponds lo bounded input bounded output transformation parameterized by O(n) E 0, and desired response d(n) E D, we are required to estimate the desired pam e t e r s @(a) = [O,(n), O,(n), . . .@,(n)]T adaptively. The standard approach is to propagate the error e(n) back IO the parameters B(n) and correct them at a certain adaptation rate so as t~ decrease the instantaneous error. In this paper, we present a generalization, where the proposed adaptive algorithm can he used when there is partial information about d(n). These problems can also be classified as semiparamettic problems [ 11, (21, 131 because the incompleteness of information about desired outputs can be looked upon as due to the effect of nuisance parameters. It is to he noted that additive noise is not considered as a nuisance parameter. It is the systematic errors in d ( n ) that is characterized by the set of nuisance parameters, ~1 3 1 . Then we show that problems like ICA, separation of convolutive mixtures can be modeled using this paradigm. Further, this approach leads to the same set of efficient adaptive algorithms available in literature. Consider the case where d(n) is not available, for then equation( I ) cannot be used. In some cases, partial informationabout d(n) is available, like, for example, d ( n ) E 720 , d(n) is known for some n and unknown otherwise, elements of d(n) are independent, elements of d(n) are distributed as some r(.). Using such partial informa-tion, f I . (, , ). +, can be approximated. Define the set XI(@) = (x I y suchthatispossiblycorrect}. LetXi(0) be the complement of the set of XI (e), ie. set of x such that y is definitely in error. If adaptation framework in (I) is used then on convergence it would have minimized an approximation to the cost C,,, (0) = E , , , {&(xlO)} rather than CX(0). l h s is because equation (1) prevents the freedomto explore ofthe elements of the parameter set 0 around the converged value after convergence. To facilitate this exploration we can add a A0 factor to equation (1). Because C x ( 0 ) is assumed to be smooth it is more probable that average direction ofthe corrections so far, 0, represents the right direction for this t e t h A0. Therefore A 0 = aA0 the average correction direction at the nthr instant. Thus under availability of partial information the stochastic gradient descent adaptive scheme is modified to do the corrections when ever and where ever information is available about d(n) or else assume that thepreviour corrections were in the right direction and do a weighted correclion in those directions. This 'mohfied adaptive framework is as follows:
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Remarks:
We can interpret a(n)@(n) as the memory term and -a(n)O(n)g )x(n),e(n) as the instantaneous error cor-
. Denoting the j t h element of E, as El, we proposethat 3 can be set to zero when there is no information available% compute it.
Forconvergenceinmeanit is requiredthat E{B(n+l)-0(n)} = 0. For this to be satisfied If y and x are vectors hen i j h element of the matrix 2 is 2.
&{g(x)) = J , g(x)r(x)dx denateserpectation overheset X.
For the case where full information ahout d(n)is available, to make the algorithm in equation (3) reduce to the conventional stochastic gradient algorithm we have to make a(n) + 0 and p(n) + m so that p(n)a(n) is finite. P(n) has to be adjusted to make the algorithm stable. and can be even data depended, as in the case of learning In equation (2) if we replace a(n)O(n) with a(n)(@(n) -0(0)) we can compare it with the momentum method and see the difference. While in momentum method only the immediate past adaptation is used, proposed method uses the entire past history of 6 ' to do the present adaptation and thus can capture the average direction of descend when only partial error information is available for correction. Thus the adaptation term at any time n is having three terms.
PROPERTIES OF THE PROPOSED
vanish O(0) has to be set to 0. But some problem would require that 8(0) he nonzero for the iteration to start moving.
APPLICATION OF THE ALGORITHM TO

VARIOUS PROBLEMS
Blind separation of instantaneous linear mixtures
Behavior near the optimum, Oopt
Assume & to be quadratic in e near Oopt, which implies that on convergence to O,,,, This problem is also known as Independent Component Analysis (ICA). The information we know about desired output d(n) is that its elements are iid non-gaussian random variables. Since nothing else is known about the random variables it is proposed to assume as distributed uniformly with in the interval --/to 7 . Using equation (2) it is possible to write down the adaptation algorithm for this case. (8(n)Rr(e,,,,,,x(n) 
)}-' + I ) -' ( I l )
The adaptive framework make 0 converge to a value near to Oogt if E {B(n)Rr(B(n):x(n))} is full rank and bas large norm. This implies that this appmach can be used to choose the minima with such a proper@, ie. deep narrow minima. from among all rhe local minima. Also we can infer that for the cme where the proposed method reverts to the standard gradient descent, which happens when 9 + co and a '+ 0. for O to converge Io ODpt we need Rr(O,,,,,,x(n) ) to be full rank. The proposed Framework will be studied further with the help of a few applications in the following sections.
Form the vector e(n) = [el(n) ez(n). . . e~( n ) ]~. The gradient ayi/aWi, = xj, and therefore B&/aW)I = l)at)/aW), = 1)$,, assuming quadratic & . Therefore & Ix(n),w(,n)= e(n)xT(n). Using natural gradient to orthogonalize the corrections [9] , the correction factor becomes e( n)xT (n) WT (n) W(n) = e( n) yT (n) W(n). Therefore equation ( which is the adaptation algorithm arrive at in [71, [IO] , [ I l l , [U], [13] . The work 1131 shows the above error function which is the replacement of nonlinearity in [ 131 is stable for any continuous, symmetric, differentiable, nongaussian r(.).
Remark This example demonstrates that using equation
(3) we can obtain the adaptation rule which was originally derived starting a maximum likelihood(M1) cost function [7] ,[101, [ll], [W, [131. ,~
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Here the measurements available are x(n! = B(p)s(n -P) + maximum likelihood method, the adaptive algorithms constrncted using the principle in this paper tums out to be the same. The method gives a way of using the known information efficiently unlike in other cases where this is left to be in the form of an unknown nonlinearity. This approach can be used to choose the m i n i m with such a nronertv. Since adaptation term is formed assuming independence of sources we can say that it corrects for deviation from independence.
. CONCLUSION
The current work shows a practical framework for forming adaptive algorithms for problems where some parti$ information is available about the desired output. 
